SAVE THE DATE!! White House Chef Tour - FINAL ENCORE - Slated for Saturday, June 5, 2021!!

Back by popular demand!! Chef Guy Mitchell and Chief Petty Officer Michael “Woody” Raber plan to return for their third and final performance for SLNC on the NEW DATE of Saturday, June 5, 2021, from 12pm to 4pm!! This very Special Event will be held at the beautiful Falls Manor Catering, located at 4010 New Falls Road, Bristol, PA 19007.

New for 2021!! Do you like to be up front to see all the action? Then purchase the entire table of ten seats for $450 and we will reserve the table in your company, family, or group name in the first two rows. Limited to six tables. Don’t wait; reserve now! They are going fast!

Tell your family! Tell your friends! Tickets (while they last) are on sale NOW for $50/person, but will go up to $55/person on May 19, 2021.

White House Chef Tour Tickets also make great holiday, birthday, anniversary, & any-occasion gifts! To purchase tickets, please call 215-785-1177, visit www.SilverLakeNatureCenter.org, or stop by the SLNC Visitors’ Building. (No refunds/exchanges unless event is canceled by SLNC.)
SLNC’s Mission:

The Silver Lake Nature Center inspires connections with Nature for people of all ages, interests, and abilities through education, recreation, preservation, research, and advocacy.
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Welcome, Sue Kiernan!

SLNC is very pleased to welcome Sue Kiernan as the Friends of SLNC’s Office Manager/Bookkeeper AND “Earthship Steward!” Thank you for joining us, Sue, and congratulations!

A message from Sue:
“I’m thrilled to be joining the Staff of Silver Lake Nature Center as the Office Manager/Bookkeeper for the Friends of Silver Lake Nature Center!

Silver Lake Nature Center has been a huge part of my life, as a Volunteer since I was a child, participating in many programs, volunteering for the night hikes, and serving as a Board Member on the Friends of Silver Lake Nature Center for the past two years.

I look forward to working with the amazing Staff, Friends of SLNC Members, numerous Volunteers, and Visitors.”

Join us for a ONE YEAR Anniversary Hike on the Silver Lake Trail!

Saturday, November 21st, from 1pm to 3pm

This 3.5 mile excursion will take us through many different habitats and terrain. We will keep a brisk pace while enjoying this rugged Trail. Dress for the weather, and please be sure to wear shoes that are appropriate for varying terrain (from rugged to smooth, and anything in between).

The event is FREE, but donations are accepted & appreciated to help with the maintenance of this well-loved new Trail.

To sign up &/or for info, please visit www.SilverLakeNatureCenter.org or call 215-785-1177.
During the “covid-shutdown times” when most places were closed, my favorite trail at Silver Lake Nature Center was often filled with walkers who seemed to have been missing their treadmill at the gym. Although I’m sure they would have loved to return to their gym then, I hope that they had discovered the beauty and tranquility they had been missing and will continue to return to this beautiful place.

I also relished in walking other trails including the new “Silver Lake/Blue Trail” (which is a 3.5 mile trail that goes completely around Silver Lake, featuring all types of terrain throughout, from smooth to rugged), uncovering hidden treasures I had never before seen ~ including a snake sunning on a flat rock, the beaver’s dam by the Observation Platform, and Red-bellied Turtles sitting on a floating log.

I also walked the “Lollipop Trail.” That was quiet except for the sound of muffled laughter. As I approached, I saw a young couple and their child gazing into the woods, thoroughly captivated by something. As I stopped (while keeping a “social distance” of six feet), they pointed to a single squirrel balanced on its haunches amongst the trees. The squirrel was hopping and then sort of shaking her tail and waving her front paws. It was as if she was performing some kind of dance.

They told me they had been enjoying the show for over ten minutes. The tiny dancer had left once but had returned for her encore performance.

And just like that on a cool, sunny, spring day, I discovered squirrel dancing - an entirely new and surprising way to appreciate nature, the small unexpected moments in life, and a new way to relax & breathe.

I have spent the past few years trying to slow down. I have sought out inspiring and calming thoughts, quotes, and words to comfort my heart and soothe my soul.

And to think…all I was missing was a squirrel dancing! The simple and sheer joy it brought to the visiting family, and in turn to me, to watch the squirrel shake her fluffy tail was oddly life-changing. It gave me hope that there is so much magic in nature to discover in our covid-induced slower pace of life...one that I hope we will hold onto in so many ways...one where we all can find joy and new ways to relax in nature.

So, as many of our communities begin to re-awaken and venture out, please be respectful and safe, and please choose to be kind!

And, please remember to enjoy the squirrels dancing on the SLNC trails and in your own backyard!
Thank You SO MUCH to ALL of the Friends of SLNC Members!
Your Support & Membership Makes ALL the Difference!

Lauren Akruk; Jeannie Alexander; Karen Amatucci; Joy & Kris Andrews; Srenivasan Annamalai; Robin Appleton; Kassandra Archer; Phyllis Ashcraft; Ashley Avidan; David Ayars; Christa Bain; Glenn & Jerilyn Barford; Madeline Barrett; Vanessa Barry; Kathy & Paul Baumann; Sara Beal; Lillian & Arve Berthelsen; Kerry Birnbaum; Amanda & John Birney; Melissa Bitting; Audrey Bochantin; Kathy & Jim Bodnar; Noreen Boggi; Amanda Bowser; Mary Lou Boyer; Stephen Boyle; Gail Bracegirdle; Gordon Bragg; Michelle Britton; Megan Brockman; Celeste Brown; Susan Brown; Bruce Beans; Linda Buchanan; Jef Buehler; Diana Bullard; James Calista; Emily Campbell; Margaret Campbell; Joshua Canimore; Frank & Darlene Carey; Wanda & David Carey; Mary Carton; Gregory Casmay; Jane & David Chalfant; Amanda Chatto; Cindy Chhedi; Simona Chiodini; Alexander Chrzanowski; Harriet & Fred Cicconi; Shannon Clark; Ann & Nelson Clements; Tim Collier; Shannon Coomes; Vincent & Alice Cordisco; Cheryl Crawford; Rebecca Crowell; Patricia Cunningham; Pat & Patty Cutter; PattiAnn Cutter; Donna Cuttle; Elizabeth & Ronald Danaso; David Karasow; Jeraldine & Dwight Davis; Trish & Lloyd Davis; Angela Dearing; Sarah Deitch; Del/Val Model Boat Club; Delaware Riverkeeper's Association; Dawn Denner; Susan DeRosier; Gayle Diamond; Kate Dileonardo; Susan DiMoia; Gerald Driza; Gary & Celeste Dunbar; Deborah & David Eater; Mary Jane & William Edwards; Keri Ehrlich; Karl Elcenko; Sonya Elmore; Mildred Emslie; James Esposito; Jamie Esposito; Lieselotte Esser; Doris Eysenbach; Trista Factor; Lois Feeney; Emily Fenton; Sandy Ferris; Dominic Filanowski; Deborah & James Fine; Rachel Fiorelli; Robyn Fishbein; Jocilyn Fitz; Sonia Foderaro; Joan & Bill Foley; Donald Formigli; Francis Reilly; Jared Freddo; Patricia Fritz; Christine Fury; Jessica Gallagher; Beth Gates; Barbara Gerhard; Silvia Ghezzi; Theresa & Joel Giardine; Kristen Glaser; Charissa Godfrey; Carroll Goetz; Sharon Gonsalves; Jeanette Ruano & Ceil Graff; Elaine M. Gramlich; Katherine Green; Frances Guzman; Barbara & Bill Hagerty; Elaine Hagay; Carolyn & Tom Hankerson; Amparo & Bill Harpel; Teresa Harris; Bob & Melissa Heller; Jeffrey Heller; Kristin Hernandez; Lenka Herodesova; Marie Herre; John Hochreiter; Christine Hoffman; Jennifer & Daniel Hogancamp; Lisa & Rob Holcomb; Amy Hopf; Melissa Huffman; Mercy Ingraham; Megan Ivey; Aslin & Arat Izmitli-Apik; Helen Jackson; Rebecca Jacobson; Nancy Johns; Tina Johnson; Jacqueline Kent; Katherine Green; Carly & Tim Kearney; Tina Kearney; Deborah Kellander; Heather & Rich Keller; Susan Kiernan; Clarence King; Tom King, Sr.; Amy Kinsley; Barbara Kissinger; Nicole Kissingier; Erin Kobylarz; Melissa Kohut; Raymond Konopka, Sr.; George P. Kozlansky; Anne Kozlansky-Orlando; Cheryle Lankford; Martha Latzel; Diane Laurence; Cheryl Leask & Gene Flanagan; Nicole & Todd Leff; Jen Leister & Scott Synnestvedt; Laura A. Lewis; Jessica Lipnitz; John Lopuszanski; Joseph Lucas; Melanie Lyons; Stacey Lytle; Jing Ma; Jackie Machado; Sandra Mackinnon; Michelle Maguire; Jennifer Mahoney; Carolyn Mann; Beatrice Marengo; Harris Martin; Sarah Martin; Kelly Matonti; Sara Mazzocchi; Cletus McBride; Craig McCall; Briana McCloskey; John Mc Dermott; Amanda & Michael McDonald; Jack & Carol McDonough; Greg McGaryve; Margaret McGinnis; Elizabeth McGrath; John McGrath; Michael McLane; Carole McMullen; Megan Baranoski; Mette Merced; Patricia A. Merkel; Bonnie Messinger; Nona Metzger; Michal Joy Phillips; Michele & Derek Plakyda; Betsy Micir; Jaime Miller; Joe Miller & Ellen Krug; Lisa Miller; Stephanie Moore; John Morantz; Leah & John Mordomo; JD Mullane; Mary Munn; Henry C. Nagel, II; Margaret Neff; Jennifer & Earl New; Sadie & Graham Newhall; John Nguyen; Dororthy Ortiz; Sandra L. Otis; Jennifer Parilo; Lauren Park; Dennis Passman; Robert Pearson; Orlando Perez; Susan & Stephen Perras; Michelle & Brandon Petcaugh; Dinas Phillips & Wendy Zazo Phillips; Katie Phillips; Rochelle Pitts; Bonnie & Sheldon Post; Stephanie Prendergast; Marilyn & Edward Pustay; Susan Rachlin; Nicole Rahmen; Frank Reilly; Adrienne Rigney; Cynthia Ritchie; Marie Roarty; Linda & Joe Roe; Josie & Dwight Roskos; Pat & Bob Rossi; Linda Rowan & Mick Jeitner; Nick Roy; Kathleen Rubenstein; Jim Russell; Patricia & Chris Ryan; Anthony Salvitti; Sara Beal; Sarah Boada-Monttahan; Hope & Kevin Sauppe; Valerie Schell; Denise & Kurt Schiller; Stephanie Shapiro; Robert & Helen Shaw; Rosemary Sheahan; Vera Shevchenko; Barbara & Gerald Shirey; Michael Short; Lawrence Shubert; Cathy Shull; Megan Shupp; Melanie Simmons; Andrea & Brandon Slavin; Buck Sleuman; John Slotman; Jennifer Smit; Laurie & Bill Smith; Leonard & Danielle Snyder; Kristin & Joseph Spilatore; Joseph Stallone; Susanne Starkman; Carrie Steele;
Thank You SO MUCH to ALL of the Friends of SLNC Members!
Your Support & Membership Makes ALL the Difference!

Rosemarie & George Sweet; Mateusz Swiatczak; Erin Szczypkowski; Michael Tadlock; Mireya Taylor; Elizabeth Tenaglia; Ronald Thomas; Janine Thompson; Anne Thorpe; Elizabeth Tomaszewski; Elyse Turner; Melody Vaio; Richard Van Kirk; Suzanne VanCamp; Gwen Varady; Steve Vitarelli; Lisa & Keith Von Deylen; Karl Vonderheyde; Melissa Wagoner; Sondra Wah; Sheryll Waite; Laura & Thomas Wallick; Marion M. Walter; Christine Warren; Charles Wasserott & Super Family; Deng Weiling; West Chester University Harp Ensemble; Angela White; Bob & Pauline White; Arden Williams; Catherine Williams; Marge & David Williams; Jeanne Winerip; Marie L. Wojcik; Heather Wootton; Rebecca Wotherspoon.

Silver Lake Nature Center is always grateful beyond words for our Members, Supporters, Volunteers, and the Community, AND especially during such a time as the last several months have been! Thank you, ALL! See you on the Trails!

~AND ~

Thank You SO MUCH to ALL of Our Business and Education Supporters!

A Taste of Artistry
Adventure Aquarium
Aetna Medicare Solutions – Linda Blum
Allstate Insurance-Zbigniew Stankiewicz
Begley, Carlin & Mandio, LLP Attorneys at Law
Bird of Paradise Flowers
Bucks County Community College
Bucks County Hot Glass, LLC
CBM Construction Building Materials, Inc.
Chuck's BBQ
Christine Fury, Singer/Songwriter/Musician
Cindy's Healing
Coyne Chemical
Crayola Experience
Dorney Park & WildWater Kingdom
Dow Chemical Company
Farmer's Insurance – Steve Mooney
Fink Flowers & Gifts
Four Lanes End Garden Club
Golden Eagle Diner & Restaurant
Got Wine?
Harris Comfort
Hem's Truck & Auto
Heritage Conservancy
Inframark Water Infrastructure Operations
James J. Dougherty Funeral Home, Inc.
Inspire Federal Credit Union
Longwood Gardens
McKeown's Automotive
Mercury Press
Mignoni Jewelry
Neshaminy Creek Brewing Company
Parx Casino
Pennsbury Manor
Penn State Extension - Bucks County: PA Master Watershed Stewards & PA Master Gardeners
Philadelphia Soul
Philadelphia Union
Rainbows of Healing
Robern – C/O Robert Vaughan
Rob's Automotive
Sesame Place
Shiloh Goodness
Steve's Tees
Strauss Chiropractic Center
Stumpy's Hatchet House
Spice & Co.
The Borough Pub
Trenton Thunder
21st Century Community Learning Centers
Whitaker Brothers North
Whitaker Brothers South
Wm. Roger Clark, Artist
A Message from SLNC’s Awesome Volunteer Coordinator, Arden Williams:

“In December 2019, at the Volunteer Holiday Potluck, I told the group of attendees that I wanted to see more of them this year. Then, as we started planning the Annual Member Meeting and Volunteer Recognition event scheduled for March 22nd, the world as we knew it started to shift course. We were advised to postpone the event, then after a few weeks, to cancel the event for this year. So in order to keep our “social distance,” but still formally acknowledge our volunteers, we are doing so here in the Froghorn Newsletter.

We have several groups of Volunteers that we wish to acknowledge:

Thank you, Friends of SLNC Board of Directors and Committee Members!

The FOSLNC Board has done a fantastic job navigating the organization through 2019 and the current national crisis. They have been actively attending events, programs, and meetings to stay current and in the know about Visitor compliments and/or concerns regarding the organization. The Committee Members have been very instrumental in helping to maintain the grounds, raising money for the organization, and keeping the finances straight.

Thank you, Naturalist Assistants and Environmental Educators!

These Volunteers assist SLNC’s staff with programs, events and community outreach. They play a valuable role as interpreters of what’s going on in nature for groups of school children and program participants.

Thank you Animal Caregivers!

These Volunteers share the responsibility of caring for our Exhibit Area Animals (inside the SLNC Visitors’ Building). The love, care, and devotion that’s put forth is amazing! Visitors appreciate the time caregivers take to introduce them to and talk with them about the animals.

Thank you, Greeters!

These Volunteers are very special people. They take pride in being the first face or voice that Visitors of the SLNC Visitors’ Building come into contact with. Their willingness to ask and answer questions, take messages, and checkout customers of the Gift Shop is an invaluable service to SLNC. Hats off to Cinders, John, Gordon, Sarah, Gwen, and Charlotte!

Thank you, Trail Keepers, Gardeners, and Volunteer Work Day Attendees!

These Volunteers are essential for a wonderful Visitor experience. Everyone wants to visit a park where the trails are clear of trash and safety hazards. Nature explorers enjoy gardens that are maintained with love and sincere interest in how the park’s rotating residents will use what is planted. Saturday Volunteers have helped to complete the “Silver Lake/Blue Trail,” and get it ready for public use. They have also helped to maintain the shorelines around the Cassalia Pond, Magnolia Lake, and Silver Lake.

So to all of the Volunteers and their supportive loved ones, thank you for all that you do for Silver Lake Nature Center. Although this unprecedented year has yielded less face-to-face interactions between us all, Volunteers have been out in force to still do everything that they can to keep the grounds and trails Visitor friendly. Way to go, Volunteers!”

If you have some time and want to help out, please contact Ms. Arden at awilliams@buckscounty.org or 267-880-5020.
A Message from SLNC’s Amazing Summer Camp Director, Kassandra Archer:

“Despite all of the uncertainty going into the 2020 Summer Camp Season, I can honestly say that this past summer was the best one yet! We knew how important it would be to provide kids with some normalcy. And, what better place to do it than outside in nature?

Thank you to all of our Summer Camp Families for choosing SLNC for camp, trusting us to keep your families safe, and helping us to SELL OUT all 10 weeks of camp.

We are looking forward to making Summer Camp even better in 2021. With that being said, please plan to register early for the 2021 Summer Camp Season. Registration will be available on our website as soon as January of 2021. Pay attention to our social media pages (Facebook, Instagram, & Twitter) for information regarding our Open Houses and stop in anytime to say hi!”

==============================================================================

For info on and/or to schedule a School Field Trip, Preschool Program, Birthday Party, Scout Program, Other Group Program, or Facility Rental, please contact PattiAnn Cutter at pacutter@buckscounty.org, 267-880-5022, or visit www.SilverLakeNatureCenter.org.

To reserve the Pavilion at Silver Lake PARK (near the Lake), please call 215-757-0571.
Address service requested.